
Window Joint Sealing
with Hanno®-Flashing Tapes DUO Easy 240,   
FA Easy and FI Easy and their “+” variations
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You need Hanno®-Flashing Tape DUO Easy 240 or 
Hanno®-Flashing Tape FA Easy and FI Easy (or their  
“+” variations) and a suitable insulation material  
(e. g. Hanno®-Gun-applied expanding foam or  
Hannoband®-THERM). 

Hanno®-Flashing Tape DUO Easy 240 can be used 
inside and outside due to its moisture variability.
 
Alternatively it is possible to use Hanno®-Flashing 
Tape FA Easy for outside and Hanno®-Flashing Tape  
FI Easy for inside. 

Hanno®-Flashing Tape DUO Easy 240, FA Easy and  
FI Easy are fully adhering on one side with a slit liner.

The corresponding “+” variations have an additional 
adhesive strip on the opposite side and can therefore 
also be used for installation situations with attach-
ment on the other side (to the side sections of the 
window frame).
 
The adhesive strips are covered with tear-resistant 
material.

The flashing tapes in the ranges Hanno®-Flashing Tape DUO Easy 240, FA Easy and  
FI Easy offer a fully surfaced adhesive layer, which does not require an additional  
film adhesive for suitable substrates. 

Hanno®-Flashing Tapes

  ift certified
  installation without additional film adhesive
  for interior and exterior applications
  outstanding protection against driving rain and air-tightness
  stretchable 
  can be plastered/rendered over
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Now align the window and check the joint width 
again. 

At first, determine the joint width.

Peel off the narrow liner section from the adhesive 
and press Hanno®-Flashing Tape well to the window 
frame. It may be necessary to clean the surface of 
the window profile before to remove any production 
film or condensation. Please ensure there is sufficient 
attachment to the window frame and the window fins 
respectively.

Add a loop at each corner with the size of the 
respective joint dimension.
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Fix the window all around.

Due to the moisture variability of Hanno®-Flashing 
Tape DUO Easy 240 and DUO Easy+ 240, you can 
seal the inside and the outside connection with these 
tapes. Alternatively it is possible to use Hanno®-
Flashing Tape FA Easy on the outside and FI Easy on 
the inside. As the tapes are fully adhering over the full 
area, they are very easy to install. 

Ensure a minimum adhesion width of ≥ 15 mm on the 
surface of the window frame. 

Consider approximately 5 cm (2“) overlap at 
connecting joints.
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11 The joints can now be almost completely filled with a 
suitable insulating material.



Now adhere the flashing tape to the building structure. 
Remove the cover strip only when the tape is posi-
tioned correctly. The bearing capacity of the substrate 
must be checked. The substrate must be dry and free 
of dust, grease, ice and white frost. In addition the 
substrate should not be significantly uneven or have 
exposed joints, which could compromise the air tight-
ness layer. Please also check whether smoothing over 
is required. In case of heavily soaking substrates as well 
as for processing temperatures below +5 °C (41 °F) to 
–10 °C (14 °F), the use of a primer could be useful and 
should be verified with adhesion tests respectively.

To seal the bottom joint, remove the narrow liner 
strip and press the tape to the window profile from 
below.

When attaching the tape to the building structure, 
make sure to leave a pronounced trough.

All joints are sealed now.
 
In case the flashing tapes will be covered, e. g. with 
plaster, the requirements of the following trade or 
materials being installed must be taken into account. 
For example minimum layer thicknesses, corner profi-
les or reinforcement material may be necessary. This 
must be taken into account by the following trade.
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Germany
Hanno Werk GmbH & Co. KG 
Hanno-Ring 3  –  5  
30880 Laatzen 
Germany
Phone: +49 5102 7000-0 
Fax: +49 5102 7000-102 
info@hanno.com 
www.hanno.com

Austria
Hanno-Werk GmbH & Co. KG 
Industriestraße 24 
2325 Himberg bei Wien 
Austria
Phone: +43 2235 86227-0 
Fax: +43 2235 86020 
hanno@hanno.at 
www.hanno.at

Switzerland
Hanno (Schweiz) AG 
Gewerbestraße 10 
4450 Sissach 
Switzerland
Phone: +41 619 7386-02 
Fax: +41 619 7386-03 
info@hanno.ch 
www.hanno.ch

USA
HANNO VITO Corp. 
80 Pine Street, Floor 24 
New York, NY 10005 
USA
Phone: +1 646 405-1038 
Fax: +1 646 405-1027 
info@hanno-vito.com 
www.hanno-vito.com

Hidden Talents

HANNO is IATF 16949 
and ISO 9001 certified

This production information provides non-binding advice without assuming a guarantee. No legally binding assurance of certain 
properties or suitability for concrete use can be derived from our information. The listed processing notes must be adapted to the 
relevant situation. The processor is obliged to test the suitability and application possibilities in independent tests in order to avoid 
failure, for which we accept no liability. We reserve the right to make technical modifications. 

www.hanno.com
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HANNO – The Specialist in Joint Sealing and Sound Insulation
Hanno Werk GmbH & Co. KG, headquartered in Laatzen near Hanover, Germany, has its core competences in 
construction joint sealing and industrial seals, technical sound insulation for the automobile and mechanical 
engineering industry and also in the improvement of room acoustics and sound insulation. The product portfolio 
comprises the well-recognized and proven Hannoband® to seal window and façade joints, highly effective industrial 
stamping parts and effective acoustic tiles for room acoustics as well as specialized solutions to seal cable openings 
in server rooms.

A Member of HANNO-VITO GROUP 
This medium-sized business group comprises the legally independent and internationally operating companies 
HANNO Germany, HANNO Austria und VITO Irmen Germany. Their individual production capabilities and product 
ranges combine our core competences impregnation and sound insulation, self-adhesive technology, extrusion as 
well as polyurethane and sealant production. Synergies may be used for customer-specific cooperations.  
For more details refer to www.hanno.at and www.vito-irmen.de.


